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ABSTRACT 

The emergence of various technologies has since pushed researchers to develop new protocol are are TCP  protocol 

variants, which have demonstrated better performance in simulation and several limited network experiments but 

have limited practical application because of implementation and installation difficulties. On other hand, users who 

need to transfer  bulk data(e.g. grid/cloud computing) usually turn to application level solution where these variants 

do not fair well. Cloud computing is one of the emerging area in information technology now a days in which all 

processing and transactions are performed in the internet “cloud”. Although it provides many advantages to many 

business organizations like Performance, high availability, least cost, flexibility, scalability and many more, it brings 

new security concerns for reliability and safety of user data. While moving to the cloud means giving u control of 

private and confidential data, bringing data segregation risks. Traditional on-site storage lets businesses control 

where data is located and exactly who can access it, but putting information in the cloud means putting location and 

access in the cloud provider’s hands. Hence numerous security challenges that need to be considered and  addressed  

prior  to  committing  to  a  cloud  computing  strategy. This paper  transport layer work on cloud computing.  The 

transport layer provide TCP and UDP .TCP is used for most of our human interactions with the Web (e-mail, Web 

browsing, and so on). And so many people believe that TCP should be the only protocol used at the Transport layer. 

TCP provides the concept of a logical connection, acknowledgement of transmitted packets, retransmission of lost 

packets, and flow control.  
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